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Abstract. Databases are a key part of any Information System (IS), as they are 

concerned with storing and retrieving the data required by the system. Among 

the different types of databases, the relational ones are the most widely used. 

According to previous works, there are two measures that affect the complexity 

of relational databases, the number of foreign keys (NFK) and the depth of the 

referential tree (DRT).  However, a new kid on the block has appeared in the 

last years, the energy consumption of software in general and, therefore, also in 

databases.  

Bearing this in mind, the aim of this paper is to determine whether the re-

sults about the complexity of relational databases are related to the energy con-

sumption of the database. To do that we have measured the energy consumption 

required by four different relational database schemas, each one of them repre-

senting different values for NFK and DRT. Moreover, we have implemented 

and used the four schemas on four different database management systems. As 

a result, we can conclude that both measures have a noticeable impact not only 

on the complexity but also in the consumption of the database when querying. 

Keywords: Relational databases, Energy efficiency, Foreign Keys, Depth of 

the Referential Tree. 

1 Introduction  

As software systems become a more and more prevalent solution to all kinds of prob-

lems, the amount of data needed grows. As such, databases and the data they manage, 

are becoming even more important than they already were. Most of the modern in-

formation systems access to their database data constantly. 

As they offer such an important role for the whole system, the correct development 

of the databases and their schemas is a very critical part of the design of a system. For 

most time, the only thing considered when analyzing the quality of a database was the 

database type (relational, object-oriented, …) used, however, the development of a 

high-quality database must consider the quality of the schema.  

One of the quality aspects analyzed in databases is the complexity of its schema. In 

a previous work, [1], we tried to determine which measures of a relational database 
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schema had the most impact on its complexity, arriving to the conclusion that the 

number of foreign keys of the schema (which are fields in a table that refer to other 

tables) and the depth of the referential tree (which is the longest possible path in the 

representation of the database schema as a graph), were the measures related to the 

complexity. 

Although not considered until now, to keep the energy consumption of software 

under control is becoming a must. Every software in execution requires a certain 

quantity of energy to work. As the use of the database is almost constant during the 

execution, an energy efficient database schema will contribute on the good energy 

consumption behavior of the software system. 

In this paper we present the study we have developed to analyze if there exists any 

relationship between the complexity measures identified in [1] and the energy con-

sumption. Section II summarizes the previous results about the relational database 

complexity measures. In section III the test case studies defined are presented, section 

IV summarizes the empirical study done and the results come on sections V and VI. 

The threats to validity come in section VII and the paper ends with some conclusions 

and future work lines in section VIII. 

2 Previous work 

Relational databases are based on the relational model, which stores data using a se-

ries of tables, columns for the attributes, and rows for the values, relating those data 

using foreign keys. These kinds of databases were proposed by E. F. Codd in 1970. 

They were the most extensively used databases at the time of [1] (as can be observed 

in [4]) and are still used extensively nowadays even with the increase in popularity of 

other types of databases.  

The popularity of relational databases is unquestionable. As can be observed in [5] 

where, at the time of this study, 7 out of the 10 most popular databases are relational 

databases. In [1] we presented a study that identified the two following measures as 

related to the complexity of relational databases: 

• NFK (Number of foreign keys): The NFK measure is defined as the number of 

foreign keys in the schema. 

• DRT (Depth of the referential tree): DRT is defined as the length of the longest 

path in the database schema. To calculate this measure, we can consider the sche-

ma database as a graph where tables are the nodes of the graph and arcs represent 

the referential integrity relationship among tables. Once the graph has been de-

fined, the value of this measure is calculated by following all the possible paths 

from each table and adding one to the value of the measure for each arc we go 

through. The maximum value of those obtained for all the possible paths in the 

graph is the value that the measure takes. The only indication that must be taken in-

to account when the measure is calculated is that cycles are considered only once. 
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In [1] we defined several schemas with varying the values of NFK and DRT, con-

cretely, we had four schemas with a combination of DRT values 2 and 5, and NFK 

values 5 and 8. 

The goal was to study the measures impact in relation with the complexity and ana-

lyzability of the databases schemas. The results that NFK was a valid and useful 

measure for the complexity. It was also stated that, while DRT may also be a valid 

measure, it was difficult to draw a final conclusion. 

3 Test cases for the study 

In this paper we present the study we have developed to determine if the complexity 

measures identified in [1] would impact the energy consumption required for the da-

tabase. 

To do that, we have defined 4 schemas with different values for both measures. In 

order to be aligned with the first study, we fixed the same values for the measures, 

being these 2 and 5 for the DRT and 5 and 8 for the NFK. It was also considered that 

a difference in number of tables or attributes may impact the energy consumption. As 

such, each schema was designed to have six tables and the same number of attributes 

in each table.  ¡Error! No se encuentra el origen de la referencia.Table 1 presents 

the information about the figures with the four defined schemas. 

Table 1. Schemas for the test cases 

  NFK 
5 8 

DRT 
2 Schema 1 (Fig. 1) Schema 2 (Fig. 2) 

5 Schema 3 (Fig. 3) Schema 4 (Fig. 4) 
 

Having these four schemas designed, we decided to use four different relational 
database management systems in order to determine if these measures were valid only 
for some database management systems or they could be generalized. The management 
systems chosen were MySQL, MariaDB, SQLServer and Oracle Database. MySQL, 
SQLServer and Oracle Database, were chosen as they are the most popular relational 
database management systems [2]. MariaDB was chosen because of a recent increase 
in its popularity as well as it being a free and easy to use alternative. 

 

Fig. 1. Schema with DRT 2 and NFK 5 
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Fig. 2. Schema with DRT 2 and NFK 8 

 

Fig. 3. Schema with DRT 5 and NFK 5 

 

Fig. 4. Schema with DRT 5 and NFK 5 

Then, we have 16 test cases, each with a combination of one schema and one 
relational database management system (Fig. 5). 
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Fig. 5. Test cases made by combination of schemas and DBMSs 

For each one of these test cases, we tested the consumption of the following database 

operations: 

• A Select query selecting all data from all tables in the database 

• Inserting, Updating and Deleting an entry in a root table of the Referential Tree 

4 Realization of the case of study 

For this study we used FEETINGS, a framework for energy efficiency testing ex-

plained in [3]. FEETINGS is composed of a conceptual model called GSMO (Green 

Software Measurement Ontology), a methodological component called GSMP (Green 

Software Measurement Process) and a technological component which is composed 

of the measuring instruments used. 

 Fig. 6 shows how the concepts defined in the GSMO have been instantiated for 

this study and serves as a summary of the GSMP process. As such, it will be used to 

explain the realization of this study. 

The Software Entity Class (1) selected for this study, which serves as the main ob-

jective of the study, was the consumption of relational databases. Then we choose the 

Software Entities (2) which are to be evaluated: several schemas defined for MySQL, 

MariaDB, SQLServer and Oracle Database. Sixteen Test Cases (3) were executed to 

measure the software entities. The test cases defined have been presented in section 

III. 

 

Fig. 6. GSMO instantiation 
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The Measuring Instrument (4) used for the test cases of this study was the Energy 
Efficiency Tester (EET). As explained in [3], EET is a measuring instrument that 
follows a hardware-based approach to measure the energy consumption. This 
hardware-based approach allows the EET to capture accurately the energy 
consumption of a set of hardware components during its execution. 

The cases were executed in a computer which was connected to the EET (5). This 
computer is called the Device Under Test (DUT). Its technical specifications are 
defined in Table 2. 

Table 2. DUT Specifications 

Monitor Samsung TFT 2243LNX 22’’ 

Motherboard Asus M2N-SLI Deluxe 

Processor AMD Athlon tm 64 X2 Dual Core 
4200+2210 MHz 

RAM 4 modules of 1GB DDR 2 MHz 

Graphics Card Nvidia XfX 8600 GTS 

Hard Disk Seagate Barracuda 7200-500GB 

Power Supply 350W AopenZ350-08Fc 
EET can measure the accurate consumption for multiple hardware components of 

the computer separately. However, for this study we decided to take into account only 
the total consumption of the DUT, without breaking it down into the different 
components, as this consumption was the most representative of the consumption of 
the database. 

Each sample (6) obtained by the EET was recorded in a measurement log (7). An 
example of a measurement log can be observed in Fig. 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Example of a measurement log 
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Each test case was run and measured 40 times in order to reduce the impact of possi-

ble external effects. 

Out of these 40 measurements, we would eliminate the outliers. We considered as 

outliers any measurement that: 

• Distanced itself too much from the average. 

• Had a consumption higher or lower than the regular values of consumption for a 

computer. 

• Had drastic variations of consumption in specific points in time during said meas-

urement. 

After removing the outliers, we had 30 valid measurements for each case. These 

measurements were recorded in a test case measurement log (8). 

Finally, we used Elliot to analyze all measurement logs and extract the required re-

sults. Elliot, as stated in [3], is a complimentary tool to EET that simplifies the analy-

sis of measurements done with EET.  

5 Results 

In this section we present the measurements done for the test cases to identify if there 

is a relationship between the energy consumption of the operations and the complexi-

ty measures. 

Note that the different DBMSs were measured to ensure that the results of this 

study were applicable for most databases and thus, reduce the possibility of having 

our validity affected by external effects. As such, this study will only offer reliable 

energy consumption comparisons between the different schemas, not between the 

different DBMSs. 

5.1 Select query for all data in the database. 

When running the select query for the database, we decided to select the whole data 
from all tables in order to use the whole schema. This way, we can ensure that the NFK 
and DRT measures are affecting the query and may impact the consumption. 

The queries executed were the ones observed in Table 3 and the results are shown 
in Fig. 8. 

Considering the influence of the Depth of the Referential Tree (DRT), we can 
observe that a higher value causes a higher consumption in the Select operation. In Fig. 
8 this can be observed as we compare the consumption of the schema 1 (in blue) with 
schema 3 (in green) for the different management systems. 

If we observe the impact of the Number of Foreign Keys (NFK), we can observe 
that a higher number of foreign keys greatly increases the energy consumption of the 
database. In Fig. 8 we can observe this increase in consumption graphically if we 
compare the consumption of schema 2 (red) with schema 4 (purple) for all database 
management systems. 
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When combining an increase in both measures, we can appreciate a high increase 
in the consumption, being the schema with DRT 5 and NFK 8 the most consuming 
one. We can also compare both measures, in which case, we observe that the NFK 
measure impacts the energy consumption more than the DRT does. 

These results are true for most of the management systems studied apart from Ora-

cle Database, in which the consumption of the case having DRT 5 and NFK 5 is con-

siderably higher than the rest. This difference in its consumption may be caused by a 

difference in the way this specific database management system manages its internal 

structure. However, this can be considered as an exception and not the rule. 
 

 

Fig. 8. Results of the measurements done with the Select query 

5.2 Inserting, Updating and Deleting in a root table of the referential tree 

We tested the operation of inserting a single item in the root table in the referential 

tree, updating it and then, deleting it. The root table in the referential tree can be de-

fined as the table where the longest path through the referential tree starts. 

The tables designated as root tables and the queries executed can be observed in 

These 3 queries were repeated 100 times each, meaning we executed 300 queries 

. 

These test cases were designed to determine if the measures proposed caused an 

impact in the consumption even if only a small part of the whole database schema is 

used in the executed query. 

MariaDB MySQL
Oracle

Database
SQLServer

DRT2 NFK5 455.2953933 454.6078649 1009.681665 374.9375615

DRT2 NFK8 737.5359164 725.5683754 1065.120411 507.0866027

DRT5 NFK5 570.1472599 551.8062383 1273.710221 473.4964669

DRT5 NFK8 822.9261291 953.477745 1160.732684 716.9307988
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These operations were radically faster than the previous test cases in which we se-

lected all data in the database. As such, in order to have a significant amount of time 

in which we can measure these consumptions, we had to repeat these operations 100 

times each.  

As expected, in the results observed in Fig. 9, the comparison between the consump-

tions of each case do not follow a clear pattern unlike the previous test case. 

Table 3. Select queries used in each schema 

Schema Query executed 

Schema 1 (Fig. 1) 

SELECT * FROM departamento2 JOIN jefe_dept ON departamento2.nssgte = 
jefe_dept.nss JOIN empleado2 ON empleado2.nd = departamento2.numerod JOIN 
proyecto2 ON proyecto2.numeropr = empleado2.nproyecto JOIN oficina2 ON 
oficina2.noficina = empleado2.noficina JOIN edificio2 ON edificio2.nedificio = 
oficina2.nedificio; 

 

Schema 2 (Fig. 2) 

 
SELECT * FROM empleado3 JOIN proyecto3 p1 ON empleado3.nproyecto = 

p1.numeropr JOIN proyecto3 p2 ON p1.subpr = p2.numeropr JOIN departamento3 d1 
ON empleado3.nd = d1.numerod JOIN departamento3 d2 ON d1.subdept = 
d2.numerod JOIN oficina3 ON oficina3.noficina = empleado3.noficina JOIN empresa3 
ON empresa3.nempresa = empleado3.nempresa JOIN edificio3 e1 ON e1.nedificio = 
oficina3.nedificio JOIN edificio3 e2 ON e2.nedificio = empresa3.nedificioprincipal; 

 

Schema 3 (Fig. 3) 

 
SELECT * FROM empleado4 JOIN departamento4 ON departamento4.numerod = 

empleado4.nd JOIN proyecto4 ON proyecto4.numeropr = departamento4.nproyecto 
JOIN programa4 ON programa4.nprog = proyecto4.nprog JOIN carteradeproyectos4 
ON carteradeproyectos4.ncartera = programa4.ncartera JOIN empresa4 ON 
empresa4.nempresa = carteradeproyectos4.nempresa; 

 

Schema 4 (Fig. 4) 

 
SELECT * FROM dependiente JOIN empleado e1 ON dependiente.nsse = e1.nss 

JOIN empleado e2 ON e1.nsssuper = e2.nss JOIN departamento d1 ON e1.nd = 
d1.numerod JOIN empleado e3 ON d1.nssgte = e3.nss JOIN lugar_dept ON 
lugar_dept.numerod = d1.numerod JOIN trabaja_en ON e1.nss = trabaja_en.nsse JOIN 
proyecto ON trabaja_en.nump = proyecto.numeropr JOIN departamento d2 ON 
proyecto.numd = d2.numerod; 

 

 

Furthermore, the consumptions of the different database schemas are not the same 

in each of the database management system. There are, for example, cases in which 

the schema with the lowest value for both measures is the most consuming and cases 

in which it is not.  

The differences in consumption observed may be because of multiple external fac-

tors. For example, due to the way each management system manages each kind of 

query or due to the way they manage large quantities of consecutive queries.  

For these reasons, we can conclude that the consumption of these cases is not af-

fected by the measures proposed. The main reason why the measures proposed do not 

seem to affect these consumptions is that inserting a row in a table does not make use 

of the full schema and, as such, the influence of both measures may be low or even 

non-existent. 
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Table 4. Select, update and delete queries used for each schema 

Schema Root table Queries executed 

Schema 1 

(Fig. 1) 
empleado2 

INSERT INTO empleado2 VALUES ('ao23ls24f', 'A', ‘Nombre’, 
'Apellido', '88 Corscot Drive', 'M', 1000.20, 5, 3, 12); 

UPDATE empleado2 SET inic = 'O' WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f'; 

DELETE FROM empleado2 WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f';   a  

Schema 2 

(Fig. 2) 
empleado3 

INSERT INTO empleado3 VALUES ('ao23ls24f', 'A', ‘Nombre’, 
'Apellido', 'M', 1000.20, 5, 3, 12, 20); 

UPDATE empleado3 SET inic = 'O' WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f'; 

DELETE FROM empleado3 WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f';   a 

Schema 3 

(Fig. 3) 
empleado4 

INSERT INTO empleado4 VALUES ('ao23ls24f', 'A', 'Nombre', 
'Apellido', '2017-04-05', '88 Corscot Drive', 'M', 1000.20, 
'email@gmail.com', 20); 

UPDATE empleado4 SET inic = 'O' WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f'; 

DELETE FROM empleado4 WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f';   a 

Schema 4 

(Fig. 4) 
empleado 

INSERT INTO empleado VALUES ('Nombre', 'A',  'Apellido', 
'ao23ls24f', '2017-04-05', '88 Corscot Drive', 'M', 1000.20, 
'IVD06EDD8', 20); 

UPDATE empleado SET inic = 'O' WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f'; 

DELETE FROM empleado WHERE nss = 'ao23ls24f';   a 

a. These 3 queries were repeated 100 times each, meaning we executed 300 queries 

 

Fig. 9. Results of the measurements done with the insert, update and delete queries in a root 

table in the RT 

MariaDB MySQL
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SQLServer

DRT2 NFK5 1795.413223 1540.057257 964.2913138 283.0498682

DRT2 NFK8 1246.513636 1432.088182 802.9015187 245.3435701

DRT5 NFK5 1313.474267 1444.29946 1011.62795 257.280472

DRT5 NFK8 1277.394079 1575.536356 904.4281795 299.9431054
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6 EFFECT OF THESE MEASURES ON CASCADE 

DELETIONS 

As the results of the previous tests determined the effect of the two measures pro-

posed (DRT and NFK) were negligible in the cases of deletion, insertion and updating 

queries, it was decided to test if the effect would be increased in the case of deletions 

of foreign keys that are set to delete on cascade. 

When the value of the referenced column of a foreign key set to delete on cascade 

is deleted, all values of the foreign key that referenced that value get deleted as well. 

This means that when deleting on cascade, most of the schema will need to be 

traversed and, as such, both measures (DRT and NFK) should have a higher impact. 

6.1 Test cases 

For this second part of the study, new schemas were developed to test the effect of 

DRT and NFK separately. 

In order to test the effects of the DRT, the schema shown in Fig. 10 was used. This 

schema has a maximum DRT of 5, however, modifying the data contained within the 

schema, we could make it so the delete on cascade only went through some of the 

tables. Because of this, we could use the same schema to test a DRT of 1, 3 and 5. 

As for the testing of the NFK value, we used the schema shown in Fig. 11. This 

schema has a NFK of 5. However, modifying the data as done with the previous 

schema, we could use this schema to test a NFK of 1, 3 and 5. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Schema for testing the impact of DRT on delete cascade queries 

 

Fig. 11. Schema for testing the impact of NFK on delete cascade queries 
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As with the previous part of the study, we used the same 4 database management 

systems. 

Combining those four database management systems with the three values for each 

measure, we obtained a total of 24 test cases that can be observed in Table 5. 

Table 5. Test cases for the delete cascade study 

 DBMS 

MariaDB MySQL 
Oracle Data-

base 
SQLServer 

DRT 
1 Test case 1 Test case 7 Test case 13 Test case 19 
3 Test case 2 Test case 8 Test case 14 Test case 20 

5 Test case 3 Test case 9 Test case 15 Test case 21 

NFK 
1 Test case 4 Test case 10 Test case 16 Test case 22 

3 Test case 5 Test case 11 Test case 17 Test case 23 

5 Test case 6 Test case 12 Test case 18 Test case 24 

6.2 DUT 

Although the execution of this part of the study still followed the FEETINGS frame-

work, the DUT used differed. The specifications of the new DUT can be observed in 

Table 6. 

Table 6. DUT specifications for the second part of the study 

Monitor Philips 170s6fs LCD 

Motherboard Asus Prime B460-Plus 

Processor Intel i7 10700 2900MHz 

RAM 2 modules of 16GB Kingston HyperX Fury DDR4 

Graphics Card Sapphire ATI Radeon X1950 GT, 256Mb RAM DDR3 

Hard Disk Western Digital Blue 500Gb SSD 

Power Supply 360 PS5805 – 580W 
Although this means that the final data obtained in this part of the study should not 

be compared to the data obtained in the previous part, the data obtained can still be 

used to compare the 24 test cases specified between themselves. Moreover, if is pos-

sible to compare of the previous energy consumption classification among DBMSs 

remain. 

As such, this change in DUT does not impact the validity of the results obtained. 

6.3 RESULTS REGARDING NFK 

As can be observed in Fig. 12, the results obtained with the schema designed to test 

the impact of the number of foreign keys shows us that a higher number of foreign 

keys causes a higher consumption. 

This remains true for all database management systems. 
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Fig. 12. Results of the measurements done with delete queries varying the NFK measure 

6.4 RESULTS REGARDING DRT 

The results for the tests performed over the schema designed to test the DRT shows us 

that a higher value of the DRT (which means a higher depth of the referential tree) 

implies a higher consumption, as can be seen in Fig. 13. 

This remains true for all database management systems except for Oracle Data-

base. This variation in the Oracle Database was also present in the first part of the 

study when measuring the SELECT queries. 

 

Fig. 13. Results of the measurements done with delete queries varying the DRT measure 
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7 Threats to validity 

Due to the nature of this experiment, there were many external effects that could af-

fect the results of the measurements. However, most of them were considered and 

preventive measures were applied to ensure that the results in measurements was as 

precise as possible. 

The most important external causes for variations in measurements were: 

• A change in the hardware of the client or server computers. To eliminate this pos-

sible impact, all the cases of each for each given part of the experiment were done 

in the same computer (DUT).  

• A change in the version of the operating system. We deactivated the Windows 

updates temporarily for the purpose of this experiment in all computers used. 

• A difference in other aspects of the database schemas. To mitigate this effect, we 

designed all schemas so that they would have the same number of tables and at-

tributes. We also repeated the experiment in different database management sys-

tems to ensure that the results were always similar. 

• The automatic execution of other programs during the measurement. We stopped 

the execution of any possible program executing automatically during the meas-

urement. Also, if any program executed during a measurement, we repeated said 

measurement. 

Given these preventive measures, we can ensure that the results of the experiment 

were precise and not affected by external causes. 

However, this is only a first study, and we must continue proposing and testing 

new cases in order to complete the data obtained. 

8 Conclusions and future work  

Databases and their schemas are a critical part of the design of any software system 

and, as such, its energy consumption may make a big impact on the energy consump-

tion of the final system overall.  

For that matter, and to help reduce this consumption to help the environment, we 

revisited two complexity measures for database schemas presented in [1] in order to 

see if they impacted in energy consumption of relational databases. 

These measures were the DRT and NFK. In the previous study [1], in which they 

were proposed, the conclusions regarding the NFK measure were that it was a good 

measure to measure the complexity and analyzability of a database schema. However, 

regarding the DRT measure, the results of [1] were not conclusive and, as such, it was 

stated that further investigation on said measure should be done to determine if it 

impacts the complexity or not. 

Now, regarding the results of this study, we can conclude that both measures affect 

energy consumption on the database when executing a query. This effect in the ener-

gy consumption is very noticeable when the whole schema is being used at the same 

time. 
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Overall, we can conclude that an increase in the measures implies and increase in 

energy consumption. However, an increase in NFK implies a higher consumption 

increase than an increase in DRT, which correlates with the results from [1] in which 

NFK impacted greatly the analyzability but DRT did not impact it so greatly. 

As such, we can stablish a relationship between the complexity and the energy 

consumption of a database schema by stating that a highly complex schema has a 

negative impact not only in its analyzability as stated in [1] but in the energy con-

sumption as well. This would mean that the less complex a database schema is, the 

more energy efficient it becomes. 

Moreover, this type of studies allows us to define recommendations for the data-

base designers. For the presented study we could recommend avoiding schemas with 

a great depth in its referential tree, for example having a main table which references 

as much other tables as possible. It would be also recommended to avoid unnecessary 

or redundant foreign keys as well as having isolated tables. 

As for future work, we would like to stablish more measures that may help reduce 

the consumption of databases even more. For example, the number of null values in a 

table or the comparison in consumption between the multiple relational database 

management systems. 
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